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READING PASSAGE 

                              Force, Power, Work and Energy  

  The force is defined as an influence that leads to a change in the kinetic state of the body 

when there is no opposite force in the direction, and the kinetic state is changing the state of 

the body from rest to motion or vice versa, or acceleration or deceleration of the body, or 

changing the direction of its movement. It is determined by an amount and direction, and the 

amount of force is measured in Newtons.  Power (P) is the rate of energy generation 

(or absorption) over time: P = E/t, where E - energy, t - time. Power's SI unit of  measurement 

is the Watt, representing the generation or absorption of energy at the rate of 1 Joule/sec. The 

types of force are the following Attractive force, gravitational force, magnetic force, muscular 

force, frictional force, electrical force 

  Work occurs when the force applied to the body moves the body for a certain distance in 

parallel, and the distance traveled must be in the same direction as the applied force, and the 

work can be negative or positive. Positive, this means that the direction of the force is in the 

same direction of motion, and work is measured in joules, W =F×d, which is equal to Newton x 

meters. Work in our lives comes in many forms, including mechanical work, electrical work, 

magnetic work, work in thermodynamics 

  Energy is one of the properties of matter that has existed in nature since its inception. The 

universe contains two main elements: bodies and energy. Objects are what we all know, such 

as the human body, stones, soil, elements, atoms, and others. As for energy, it is the engine 

that drives these bodies in the universe. A person would not have been able to move without 

energy or form sunlight and heat without it.  The energy of a moving object is called kinetic 

energy. For an object of mass m, moving with velocity of magnitude v, this energy can be 

calculated from the following formula E= (1/2)×mv
2
. There are two types of energy. The first 

is Kinetic Energy or Energy of Motion, the second is Potential Energy or Stored Energy. 

Energy is defined as the body’s ability to Work is done, energy is measured in joules, and 

energy is conserved in the universe since its inception as well; Energy is neither created nor 

destroyed, but changes from one form to another. There are many types of energy.  Energy, 

including mechanical energy, sound energy, chemical energy, electrical energy, magnetic 

energy, thermal energy, nuclear energy, ionization energy, elastic energy, gravitational 

energy, radiant energy 
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Grammar 

1-Definition of  passive voice : 

- We put the full object at the beginning of the sentence and do not mention the subject unless 

it is necessary. 

- We put “ is “ for the singular and “ are “ for the plural of the present simple. 

- We put “ was “ for the singular and “ were “ for the plural of the past simple. 

- put “ be “ after: to, shall, should, must, may, might, will, would, can, could.  

- put “ been “ after: have, has, had. 

- put “ being “ after: am, is, are, was, were. 

- Converts : “ Have “ to “ Has “ and   “ are “ to “ is “  and   “ were “ to “ was “.  

If the infinitive is singular, and vice versa, if the object is plural 

Examples:              active voice  ---   passive voice 

-I write my homework everyday. --- My homework is written everyday. 

-The governments prepared our schools very well. --- Our schools were prepared very well. 

-Students should respect teachers. ---- Teachers should be respected. 

-We have finished the English exam. --- The English exam has been finished. 

-We are playing  many sports in the club. --- Many sports are being played in the club. 

2- Conditional tool (If) 

-With the present simple we take “ will + Verb “  

-With the past simple we take “ would + Verb “ 

-With the past perfect we take “ would have + verb + ed “ 

Examples: 

-If she studies hard, she will pass the exam. 

-If you studied hard, you would pass the exam. 

-If you had studied hard, you would have passed the exam. 

 

Teacher : farouk ladjailia 

 


